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Instructions for Instructors

Welcome to Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training! Following New Leader Essentials, this is phase two of a new Scoutmaster's introduction to the BSA and to the responsibilities, opportunities, and resources that will ensure a successful troop leadership experience.

The course described in this instructor's guide addresses the needs of adults who have recently accepted the responsibility of delivering the Scouting program to youth by serving as Scoutmasters and assistant Scoutmasters. For many, this will be an introduction to the rewards and challenges of troop leadership. Others may have held leadership positions in Cub Scouting, Venturing, or on troop, district, or council committees, and have come to this training well versed in what Scouting has to offer.

The sessions of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training are thorough and comprehensive. They are also fun. Participants will be enthused to discover the essentials of their leadership positions and to realize that they can easily become successful Scout leaders. Discussions, group activities, and video clips will keep the sessions lively and create a fellowship of learning.

Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training and the Eight Methods of Scouting

During New Leader Essentials, participants were introduced to the eight methods of Scouting. Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training expands that foundation by teaching Scoutmasters and assistant Scoutmasters practical ways to instill these methods into their troop programs. Here are the eight methods of Scouting and the sessions of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training where each is addressed:

1. The Ideals—Sessions One, Two, and Three
2. The Patrol Method—Session One
3. The Outdoors—Session Two
4. Advancement—Session Two
5. Association With Adults—Sessions One, Two, and Three
6. Personal Growth—Sessions One, Two, and Three
7. Leadership Development—Sessions One and Three
8. The Uniform—Sessions One and Three
Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training and the Seven Steps of a Troop Meeting

Troop leaders must have an understanding of the seven steps of a troop meeting. This training will allow participants to learn each step through hands-on exercises. The steps of a troop meeting will be most thoroughly experienced in the sessions:

1. Preopening Activity—Sessions One, Two, and Three
2. Opening Ceremony—Session One
3. Skills Instruction—Session Two
4. Patrol Meetings—Session Two and Three
5. Interpatrol Activity—Session Two
6. Closing—Session Two
7. After the Meeting—Session Three

The Goal of This Training

As an instructor of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training, you have a remarkable opportunity to provide new troop leaders with the confidence and the skills they need to ensure their immediate success and to provide a foundation for their development as effective Scouters.

The goal of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training is fourfold. All participants who finish the sessions should:

• Have the confidence that being a Scoutmaster is a manageable challenge.
• Understand that they have abundant available resources.
• Know that the structure of the Boy Scouts of America ensures that they are part of a supportive team working to deliver the promise of Scouting to the youth of America.
• Have a short action plan to apply what they have learned during the three sessions of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training. (Encouraging participants to commit to an action plan helps to reinforce learning at the time of presentation. There is no formal follow-up by the instructors after the course.)

As an instructor of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training, you may already know the depth of support available to you. Among the most important resources are these:

Trainer’s Development Conference

This six-hour course covers presentation skills important to increasing the effectiveness of instructors involved with any of the BSA's adult leadership training courses. The course reviews the best ways to lead discussions, to introduce Scouting concepts, to use audiovisual aids, and to enliven teaching sessions with songs, skits, and group activities.
Instructor Kit

Instructors of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training are provided a kit with materials to be used throughout the course, including the following items.

- Training manual
- Videos to support the manual
- Posters to position on the meeting room walls

CD-ROM disk

This resource contains copies of many of the presentation materials, including images that may be incorporated into presentations as PowerPoint® slides or converted into transparencies for overhead projection. The presentations are optional; they are designed to enhance rather than replace the trainer.

Literature

- *The Scoutmaster Handbook*. Nearly everything a Scoutmaster needs to know can be found in the pages of *The Scoutmaster Handbook*. In many ways, Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training teaches adult leaders how to use this manual. Instructors of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training should review *The Scoutmaster Handbook* while preparing to present the course and should rely on it to answer most of their own questions concerning the role of the Scoutmaster. Every course participant should keep *The Scoutmaster Handbook* available at all times for easy reference.

- *The Boy Scout Handbook*. This manual lays out the Scouting program for youth of Boy Scout age. Addressed to the boys themselves, the pages bring to life both the content and the spirit of Scouting, especially as the Scouts in a troop would experience it.

- *Scouting* and *Boys’ Life* magazines. Current issues are instrumental for troop leaders in planning programs and staying up to date on developments in Scouting.

- *Troop Program Features, Volumes I, II, and III*; and *Troop Program Resources*. Provide one set of these publications for each patrol table. (At the end of the training, participants can purchase their own volumes.) The volumes will be used during the program planning exercise in Session Three, but they should be available for reference throughout the training.

- *Guide to Safe Scouting*. This reference is a key guide to the Boy Scouts of America’s safety practices. Updates are available online at [http://www.scouting.org/pubs/gss](http://www.scouting.org/pubs/gss).

Other Instructors

In most instances, Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training sessions are presented by several instructors. Those who are new to instructing will be supported during their preparations and presentations by instructors with more experience.
Who Is Eligible to Take Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training?

Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training is designed for any adult accepting the invitation to serve as a Scoutmaster or assistant Scoutmaster of a Boy Scout troop. Troop committee members and other adults who expect to play a supportive role in the success of a troop are also invited to attend. Webelos leaders preparing to move on to a leadership position in a Scout troop are encouraged to enroll.

Instructors should assume that participants in this training know very little about Scouting or about how to fulfill the responsibilities of troop leadership. You may be pleasantly surprised during a training session to discover that one or more participants do, in fact, have a good deal of knowledge about the Scouting program. During topic discussions, instructors can draw upon the experiences of participants with broader Scouting backgrounds to bring greater depth to portions of the training.

A common denominator for all participants is that they will have completed New Leader Essentials.

New Leader Essentials

This lead-in to Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training is attended by all adults new to leadership positions in Cub Scouting, Boy Scouting, Varsity Scouting, and Venturing.

The 90-minute session introduces participants to the vision, mission, and values of the Boy Scouts of America. It also highlights the resources available to Scout leaders (literature, training opportunities, the BSA's professional staff, and other volunteer Scouters), the basics of a Scout unit's finances, and an overview of expectations and methods for adult leaders to keep Scouting worthwhile, exciting, and safe.

To be recognized as Basic Trained, a Scoutmaster or assistant leader in the Boy Scout program must complete New Leader Essentials, Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training, and Introduction to Outdoor Leader Skills.

Course Schedule

Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training can be presented in one of two formats:

- Three sessions on separate days, with each session lasting 2½ or 3 hours.
- Three sessions presented sequentially on a single day.

(Note: New Leader Essentials training is often offered on a Saturday morning. Upon its conclusion, participants may separate into groups according to their BSA programs. Those who will be serving as troop leaders can move directly into Session One of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training.)
Patrol Modeling

Participants will be formed into groups identified as patrols. To model the patrol method, the ideal group size will be six to eight participants, though courses with small attendance can be effectively conducted with smaller patrols. Many of the presentations of this training engage the group as a whole. However, there are enough patrol/team activities to allow participants to experience firsthand the feel of belonging to a patrol and to allow instructors to model the patrol method both in theory and by example.

Instructors’ Note

Training sessions with too few participants to form a patrol can explore the patrol method through discussion and, wherever appropriate, a walk-through of patrol activities by the participants who are in attendance.

Session Setting

Give careful thought to the setting in which Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training will be offered. Each participant should have a comfortable place to sit, take notes, and organize written materials. That setting most often consists of a table for each patrol, with the patrols’ identities signified by patrol flags.

There should be enough open space for the group to take part in several energetic activities. This space may be a portion of a meeting room or a nearby area outside or in an adjoining room.

Posters featuring the Scout Oath, Scout Law, the eight methods of Scouting, and other BSA guidelines can be positioned on the walls of the meeting area and used both to set the tone of the sessions and for references during presentations. These posters are provided in the kits for Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training and New Leader Essentials.

Session Format

This manual contains clear directions for instructors presenting each session of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training. Instructors are encouraged to bring their own enthusiasm, personalities, and presentation strengths to the sessions. However, they should not deviate from the basic material of the manual. Instructors should cover the information in the manual fully and effectively, allowing participants to get the answers they need to questions involving these presentations.

The Boy Scouts of America encourages lifelong learning. Instructors and participants should be aware that Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training—an introduction to the job of being a Scoutmaster or an assistant Scoutmaster—is one of many training opportunities available to Scouters. Leadership subjects not covered in the sessions of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training may be better addressed in subsequent learning opportunities—Introduction to Outdoor Leader Skills, roundtables, Wood Badge, and supplemental training.
Keep This In Mind

Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training focuses on the essentials of being a good Scoutmaster. Bring your own personality and excitement to instructing the sessions, but don’t wander from the material laid out in this manual. Participants who grasp the information in the three sessions of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training will be well on their way to succeeding as troop leaders.

Try not to present participants with too much information. Teach them how to succeed in the near future as new troop leaders, but don’t overburden them with material that is better learned in future training.

In the months and years to come, BSA opportunities for continuous learning will allow participants to discover more about Scouting, leadership, and the many methods that experienced Scoutmasters have developed to enhance their effectiveness in delivering the Scouting program.

The number of instructors needed to present sessions of Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training will depend upon the number of participants taking the training and the degree of experience of the instructors. In most cases, two or three instructors can comfortably divide up the presentations and support one another through the sessions. A first-time instructor may be assisted by an experienced instructor who can provide coaching and support. If the situation warrants it, Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training sessions could consist of one or two participants and a single instructor.

A Final Word

Participants should come away from this training confident that they have the skills and resources to succeed as troop leaders.

The sessions should allow participants to ask and get answers to their questions about being Scoutmasters and to put to rest any fears they may have about their responsibilities and their abilities to succeed.

Most importantly, new Scoutmasters should complete this training with the clear understanding that they are not alone as they take on leadership of a troop. They should know that when they get into situations where they need help (and they will), Scouting offers plenty of resources to guide and support them. Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training will have introduced participants to those resources and given them clear direction on how to access them for any aspect of adult leadership.
Session One
Preopening Activity: The Name Game

Time Allowed

10 minutes

Teaching Objectives

• Involve arriving participants in an enjoyable activity that immediately begins setting the tone of acceptance and fun.
• Break down any walls that may exist between participants and instructors.
• Model the preopening of a troop meeting.
• Begin to establish the patrol method as a key to a troop’s success.
• Offer participants a specific activity they can use with their own troops.

Materials Needed

• Tennis balls, beanbags, or other items that can be safely tossed (one for every six to eight participants)

Recommended Facility Layout

• An open area of the meeting room

Delivery Method

Instructors explain the activity to the first participants who arrive, then join them in the game. As other participants arrive, the instructors greet them and immediately draw them into the game.
Presentation Procedure

Form participants and instructors in a circle. An instructor calls out his or her own first name, then calls out the name of someone else in the circle and tosses the ball to that person. That person, in turn, says his or her own name, calls out the name of another participant, and tosses the ball to that person.

Early in the game, participants may need to help one another with names. When the majority of the participants have arrived and played the game for a few minutes, the names should be flowing more easily. An instructor can introduce a second ball and perhaps a third, increasing the tossing and naming activities two- or three-fold.

If a session will involve a large number of participants, instructors may find it more manageable to form several smaller circles of six to eight participants, the members of each circle playing the game among themselves. Each circle can include at least one instructor.

At some training sessions, participants already know one another. Instructors can offer variations on the basic game by substituting other facts about participants for their names—home towns, troop sponsors, favorite hobbies, etc. The idea is to help participants begin getting better acquainted with each other and with the course instructors.

At the end of the preopening activity, instructors should invite everyone to find their seats and make themselves comfortable for the beginning of Session One.
Session One
Welcome and Introductions

Time Allowed
10 minutes

Teaching Objectives

• Develop rapport among participants and between participants and instructors.
• Guide participants into the beginning of the session with the assurance that they will complete Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training with sufficient knowledge and awareness of resources to be effective troop leaders.
• Allow participants and staff to introduce themselves and lay the groundwork for relaxed and effective interactions during the sessions of the training course.

Materials Needed
None

Recommended Facility Layout

• Session meeting area. Each participant should have a comfortable place to sit, take notes, and organize written materials. That setting most often consists of tables, each accommodating six to eight participants forming a patrol, and enough chairs for all participants.

Delivery Method

• Instructors greet participants and provide a heartfelt welcome to the training course.
• Instructors suggest the format and kick off the introductions of participants and instructors.
Welcome

New Scout leaders will come to Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training with a wide range of expectations, concerns, and levels of enthusiasm. Some new Scoutmasters can feel overwhelmed by the challenge of fulfilling their responsibilities successfully. Others may feel they know plenty already, even though much of what they know may not be absolutely accurate.

Beginning with the welcome, instructors create an atmosphere of sharing and support that will carry through all sessions of the course. Instructors can model the behavior and leadership attitudes that new Scoutmasters can apply when they return home own Scout troops, and they can interact with participants to emphasize that instructors are Scout leaders, too, and are there to help. At one time they, too, were new Scoutmasters. They can relate to the concerns, anticipation, and anxieties of the participants.

Most of all, instructors can make the job of being a Scoutmaster seem possible and can assure participants that they will be provided with the resources and knowledge to become successful troop leaders.

Introductions

Introductions should be kept brief and to the point, especially if a group is large. In a large group, save time by having participants meet only those sitting at their table or in their section of the room. They can get to know the rest of the participants in the hours to come.

Instructors can keep their own introductions short, too. Focus on how you became involved in Scouting, assuring participants that you were once in the same position as they find themselves—new to the responsibilities of being a Scoutmaster and perhaps a bit unsure of exactly what to do next.

Do not overwhelm participants with your own Scouting background or create the impression that there are secret or difficult aspects of becoming a good Scout leader. Whenever possible, convey the ideas that successfully leading a troop is well within the abilities of well-intentioned adults and that Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmaster Leader Specific Training will help them to succeed immediately.
Boy Scout Handshake

Demonstrate the Boy Scout handshake and describe its meaning. Ask participants to greet the people around them with the Scout handshake.

Scout Handshake

Made with the hand nearest the heart and is offered as a token of friendship. Extend your left hand to another Scout and firmly grasp his left hand. The fingers do not interlock.

—Boy Scout Handbook,
Chapter 1, “The Adventure Begins”